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BUDGET TO DELIVER MORE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES

Greetings.

It is once again time to voice out progress 
on the Department’s endeavours on 
the delivery of Sustainable Integrated 
Human Settlements in the Province. 
It is the beginning of the new financial 
year 2016/2017, which promises more 
hard work towards improving the living 
conditions of communities. Being one 
of the central pillars of development, 
the Department is dedicating its budget 
allocation to projects that will make 

direct impact to people.The 2016/2017 
budget vote presented by MEC V 
Siwela reflected on commitments and 
achievements recorded made in the 
previous financial as it delivered a total of 
15 237 housing opportunities and issued 
5 152 title deeds. In the 2015/2016 
financial year the Department spent R 
1.335 billion in delivering opportunities 
and projects. However to continue with 
the delivery of Sustainable Integrated 
Human Settlements which includes 
social amenities, access roads, water 
and sanitation, the 2016/2017 financial 
year will deliver more housing (17 000) 
opportunities from the allocated budget. 

This year has seen our country celebrating 
22 years of democracy since the birth 
of democracy in 1994 and demise of 
apartheid regime. It is in the same 
spirit that Human Settlements Minister, 
Ms Lindiwe Sisulu launched a national 
campaign to celebrate 4.3 million houses 
and housing opportunities delivered 
since the country gained its democracy. 

Looking forward to yet another election, 
we acknowledge all efforts made by those 
who played a meaningful role in ensuring 

that development is realised. The same 
appreciation goes to all the three million 
plus people who registered to vote and 
added the number of eligible voters in 
the country to 26 million according to 
Independent Electoral Commission’s 
(IEC) statistics. This commitment showed 
the dedication citizens of this country 
have towards participating in the affairs 
of their government. Accordingly let us all 
exercise our democratic rights by making 
to the voting polls on the 3rd August 2016 
for the Municipal Elections.

Whilst on service delivery matter, this 
quarter saw the country converging at 
the Thembisile Hani Local Municipality 
during the Siyahlola Presidential 
Monitoring Programme. President Jacob 
Zuma visited health facilities, water 
projects infrastructure and handed over 
160 houses to deserving beneficiaries 
at Zakheni Village. The programme 
provides an opportunity for the President 
to assess progress in governance and 
service delivery around the country. 

Enjoy this edition and inspire to “move 
the province forward”.
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Tabling her Policy and Budget Vote, MEC 
for Human Settlements Ms Violet Siwela 
announced a staggering R1. 822 billion 
rand for the 2016/17 financial year which will 
be channelled to building tangible human 
settlements projects for the betterment of 
all deserving beneficiaries in the province. 
Siwela commended the new spatial 
pattern of sustainable and integrated 
human settlements, and announced that 
16 186 housing opportunities will be 
created this financial year and this will be 
constituted by the construction of 8 720 
housing units and the servicing of 7 466 
sites across the province. With a total 
figure of 1.647 billion rand set out from 
the overall budget to develop houses and 

implement them, this is projected to build 
among others the Breaking New Ground 
(BNG’s) in various local municipalities 
such as Mbombela, Umjindi, eMalahleni, 
Steve Tshwete, Victor Khanye, Govan 
Mbeki, and Lekwa.

“Irrespective of having seen some 
imposing progress over the last few 
years, a lot still needs to be done to 
ensure that we fully embrace and deliver 
on our mandate,” explained Siwela while 
maintaining that the Department will 
continue to deliver integrated human 
settlements in order to ensure that 
everyone is housed adequately and have 
their dignity restored as enshrined in the 
Constitution of the Republic. Dealing with 

the scourge of informal settlements in the 
mining towns and other rural communities, 
she restated after the commitment by 
Premier David Mabuza during his State 
of the Province Address that the province 
will invest R545 million rand in various 
municipalities to ensure that there are 
improved living conditions and quality of 
life of beneficiaries as far as integrated 
human settlements is concerned.

Chairperson for the portfolio committee on 
Human Settlements, Mr Thulare Madileng, 
acknowledged the inexorable efforts 
and commitments of the Department as 
candid and that it provided for all persons 
that deserved a house without any favour 
or discrimination.
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Two elderly citizens celebrated their new 
houses when the Department of Human 
Settlements together with the Thembisile 
Hani Local Municipality handed over 
houses to deserving beneficiaries in 
Boekenhouthoek. The celebrations 
were a Department’s build-up event in 
preparation for the Presidential Siyahlola 
Monitoring Programme by President 
Jacob Zuma.

Ms Enicka Mohlala (52) said that she 
was excited to receive her house which 
she applied for in 2008. “It has been 
a worthwhile wait. I consider myself 
fortunate today because there is a 
huge need for houses out there. I want 
to thank the department for living up to 
their promise, because at times I thought 
I will never live to have my house due to 
the delay,” acknowledged Mohlala.

Sharing the same excitement with 
Mohlala was Ms Sana Mkhwanazi (68) 
who told MEC Violet Siwela of how she 
wished her entire family could have been 
around to celebrate with her such a 
beautiful house. She said, “I am grateful 
to our government for caring so much for 
us. Indeed in ever would have done this 
on my own. I really appreciate every one 
of you who made this possible for me.

The two houses were part of the 250 
units that were built through the People’s 
Housing Process (PHP) programme that 
was completed late last year with a R20 
Million budget. Since 2002 to date, the 
Department has delivered nearly 5000 
housing units with a budget of R360 

million throughout the municipality. MEC 
Siwela concluded that the Department is 
pleased by the concerted effort to purge 
the inherited social-ills of homelessness, 
abject poverty and lack of drinkable 
water as experienced by locals and other 
communities in the province.
 
“Having on board the Department 
of Water and Sanitation, Rand and 
Tshwane Water assisting to spearhead 
in this intervention, we are confident 
that we will begin to realize immense 
change in this municipality,” confirmed 
MEC. Siwela appealed to all community 
members to use the coordinating model 
of Operation Vuka Sisebente, which 
aims at increasing management and 
communication amongst stakeholders. 
“All community challenges ought to 
be discussed were possibly dealt with 
coherently at the war-rooms,” she 
concluded.     

Subsequent to this, President Jacob 
Zuma had on Friday, 10 June 2016, 
visited Kwaggafontein, in the municipality 
as part of the Siyahlola Presidential 
Monitoring Programme and handed over 
three fully furnished houses to two elderly 
persons and a child headed family. 
The Siyahlola Presidential Monitoring 
programme enables the President to 
monitor the performance of all three 
spheres of government directly. Ahead 
of the 2016 State of the Nation Address 
in February, President Zuma undertook 
a walkabout in Marabastad, in the 
Pretoria CBD where he was alerted by 
commuters about service delivery issues 

specifically affecting Kwaggafontein 
and its surrounding villages. In his 
subsequent State of the Nation Address 
on 11 February 2016, President Zuma 
committed to visiting the area. The 
visit formed part of the Back to Basics 
10-Point local government revitalization 
plan which was launched in 2014 which 
also promotes community engagement, 
and is critical to enable communities to 
provide feedback on their experience of 
local government.

One of the excited beneficiaries, an 
82-year old Gogo Sarah Mthimunye 
expressed herself as the most delighted 
person ever not only for receiving her 
house but having the privilege to meet the 
President. “I consider myself one of the 
luckiest for having the President visiting 
my house. I am excited and grateful,” she 
smiled.  During the visit, President Zuma 
assessed three projects which the local 
municipality is rolling out to its residents 
to improve their livelihoods. 

These projects are among others, 
the new reservoir and pipeline at 
KwaMhlanga, which entails the addition 
of infrastructure such as bulk pipe line 
and concrete chambers with flow meters 
and control valves, rehabilitation of 
two boreholes at KwaMhlanga Hospital 
which entails installation of two pumps 
with pipeline, supply and installation 
of panels and reconnection to existing 
tanks at the hospital.

Through the Siyahlola Monitoring 
Programme in Kwaggafontein, 
government recognizes that access 
to potable water and sanitation is 
vital for the health and dignity of the 
people.“Government will continue 
its efforts to provide access to piped 
water to all households in the area and 
interventions will include the drilling of 54 
new boreholes for water, building a new 
reservoir and pipelines, and upgrading 
existing infrastructure; increasing 
access to decent sanitation through our 
waterborne toilet project; a new water 
waste treatment plant is being built while 
the existing plant is being upgraded and 
the installation of 98 high mast lights and 
256 street lights in major intersections,” 
highlighted President Zuma.

TWO ELDERLY CITIZENS BENEFIT THROUGH SIYAHLOLA

SATISFIED: Ms Enicka Mohlala talks to MEC Violet Siwela and HOD Kebone Masange shortly after she had 
received her new house - with them are representatives from the municipality. 
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COMMUNITIES TO RECEIVE CONVENTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Human Settlements Department is supporting municipalities 
in providing water, sanitation and bulk infrastructure. The 
Department have delivered about 157 jojo tanks across five 
struggling and water scarce municipalities in the province. 
Apart from these interventions, MEC Violet Siwela confirmed 
that a total of 789 sites are being serviced in the Govan Mbeki 

Local municipality.“As part of our integrated development 
strategy it is prudent that as a Department we build our 
houses where there are sites that are serviced, access to 
roads and other acceptable social amenities. The Provincial 
Treasury has allocated R261 million for the provision of 
water and sanitation which will be utilized in eMalahleni, 
Dipaleseng, Bushbuckridge, and Dr Pixley Isaka Ka - Seme.”

Siwela further mentioned that an additional R12 million 
will be utilised to install high mast lights at Nkomazi, 
Bushbuckridge, Chief Albert Luthuli, and Mbombela Local 
Municipalities. “As a Department, we have crafted clear plans 
to ensure the realisation of integrated sustainable human 
settlements. Over the years, significant strides have been 
made towards the delivery of services, however, clearing the 
human settlements backlog remains a challenge that we are 
working around the clock to curb,” explained MEC Siwela.

This principled move serves to eradicate the previous trend 
of building stand-alone low cost housing units far away from 
all necessary socio-economic facilities and services that 
are required for humans. The Department will continue to 
deliver human settlements that harness the diversity of the 
people by offering social amenities, access roads, water and 
sanitation – thus restoring people’s dignity. 

STAKEHOLDERS JOIN HANDS TO PROVIDE SHELTER
A 46-year old Ms Mina Mthimunye was overjoyed when she 
moved into her new sponsored three-bedroomed house 
donated by the Black Lawyers Association (BLA) as part of 
their social responsibility. The house was built as a token of 
appreciation to her late husband, Mr Khanji Mthimunye, who 
played a key role as a community developer in Emzinoni, 
Govan Mbeki Local Municipality. He coordinated and directed 
traffic during funerals and other important social gatherings 
in the community.  

His voluntary spirit did not go unnoticed as the Executive 
Mayor, Cllr Lindi Masina, organized sponsorship for his 
contribution in the community. The ecstatic Ms Mthimunye, 
expressed gratitude to all the sponsors and to the mayor for 
having made such a remarkable contribution to change their 
lives.

“After the passing of my husband it was difficult to make a 
living on our own. From the little activities people saw him 
doing by the traffic lights he received tips which he helped 
raise the family with. I am grateful for your support and for 
honouring him by doing good to us his family. This means a 
lot to us as a family, thanks,” expressed Mthimunye.

MACHINERY: Infracture to be procured to enable a supply of
 clean water to communities.

PARTNERSHIP: MEC’s Nomsa Mtshweni and Violet Siwela joined by Executive 
Mayor, Masina and the members of the Black Lawyers Association shortly after 
handing over a house.
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MINISTER SISULU READS ‘THE RIOT ACT’
Officials urged to work harder

Greetings and welcome to the final 
instalment of the 4th quarter external 
newsletter. It has indeed been a good 
period with great activities that helped 
us to swiftly respond to the needs and 
expectations of the people. Although 
this could not have happened at once 
and reached every one that sorely 

expected service, we are pleased with 
the difference the Department has 
made and the pace at which is moving 
in bringing change to of people. 
Despite the slightest drop in the 
2015 matric results that has seen the 
province attaining 78.6% pass rate, 
it is appropriate to acknowledge the 

impressive efforts by all our public 
representatives for making time to 
visit all our schools in the regions and 
relentlessly encourage the learners to 
focus on their course – learning and 
studying. We never would have done 
it best as a province without their 
interventions. 

Mr Vusimuzi Sibande from BLA said 
that as part of their social responsibility, 
the organization is prepared to work 
together with government to address 
challenges of poverty, unemployment 
and inequality: “These challenges 
require a collective effort in order to 

eradicate them,” he added.Cllr Masina 
acknowledged the sponsors for their 
contribution and pleaded with them 
to continue making a meaningful 
impression in the lives of the needy: 
“Our Public Private Partnership 
mostly with the business community 

is very key if we need to achieve a 
common goal to change the lives 
of our people for the better. We are 
grateful for your kindness. May you 
continue to positively impact on 
the lives of others who need you,” 
pleaded Masina.

PUBLIC ENGAGED ON DISASTER MATTERS 

Residents of Doornkop, Steve Tshwete 
and Delmas, Victor Khanye Local 
Municipalities have been assured of 
improvements in disaster management 
by government. The campaign was aimed 
at educating community members about 
how and who to contact when there is 
disaster. Human Settlements Department 
joined Nkangala District Municipality 
and other government Departments and 
agencies such as Social Development, 
South African Police Services, Health, 
South African Social Security Agency, 
Road Accident Fund, Home Affairs, South 
African Weather Services and Fire and 
Rescue Services committing to intervene 
during disasters. 
 
There were different presentations that 
were meant to make the community 
understand when disaster occurs, 

residents must know the relevant 
government offices to call as soon as 
possible. Human Settlements Strategic 
Housing representative, Ms Thobile 
Fakude spoke on consumer education 
related issues. She touched on happy 
letters,saying it is a letter signed by 
a beneficiary to show ownership and 
satisfaction with the house”. 

Would-be beneficiaries were encouraged 
to thoroughly inspect their newly built 
houses and ensure that they are in good 
order and are free of defects before 
signing off happy letters. The signing of 
happy letters therefore means that the 
beneficiary is satisfied with the degree of 
completion as far as the construction of 
their house is concerned. She informed 
the audience that they must report any 
damage sustained on their property to the 

local municipality as a result of a disaster; 
temporary shelter shall be arranged by 
the municipality. Further arrangements 
would be made by the municipality and 
the Department to start the registration 
of beneficiaries for the construction of 
government subsidized houses. 

The presentations highlighted many 
issues of concern that occur in the two 
communities namely, domestic violence, 
crime, grant, electricity, and fire disaster, 
diseases caused by dirty water and food, 
and RDP issues. The interactive session 
proved fruitful because the audience 
posed questions to officials and they 
got answers for their concerns. The 
educational campaign goes on through 
the year across the province.    

AT WORK: Department’s Ms Thobile Fakude sharing important information with community members.
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Scores of people converged at the 
Cosmo City multi-purpose centre in 
Johannesburg in April 2016 to witness 
the outcome of a dream embarked upon 
22 years ago. A dream which, Minister for 
Human Settlements, Ms Lindiwe Sisulu 
described as to fashion a different future 
that will bring a difference from the ugly 
past that separated people along class, 
colour, religion, and their ethnicity.

She made these remarks at the celebration 
to launch the 4.3 million houses and 
housing opportunities the Department 
has created since 1994 which benefitted 
an estimate of 20 million people in the 
country. “It is perhaps opportune that we 
celebrate and highlight the fact that 4.3 
million houses and housing opportunities 
have been provided since 1994. We 
thank all those who made this possible. 
Our celebration should not lull us into 
complacency,” said Sisulu adding that 
however, the Department is working 
around the clock to ensure that 1.5 million 
houses and other opportunities are 
achieved by 2019.

Touching base on the developments 
around Cosmo City, Minister Sisulu 
said that Cosmo City is just one part of 
a range of other initiatives that have 
been undertaken since 2004. This 
includes pilot projects such as the N2 
Gateway housing project, Brickfields, 

and Cornubia. The area is designed 
to cater for various housing needs. It is 
a mix of fully mortgaged, credit-linked 
and government-subsidized (or RDP) 
houses. The multi-billion-rand project is 
a partnership between the Johannesburg 
metro and provincial government.

Sisulu said Cosmo City was chosen to 
launch the celebrations because it was the 
most advanced project among them all, 
and had all the development aspects that 
the department wanted to see happening 
at other projects. Cosmo City’s residents 
were moved from an informal settlement 
called Skotiphola. Their shacks were 
built on private land, a few kilometers 
from where Cosmo City was ultimately 
developed.Breaking down into the 
possibility of the 4.3 million houses and 

how they were brought about, she said 
the Department has built 2.8 Million RDP 
and BNG, 986 000 serviced sites, 360 000 
enhanced Extended Discount Benefit 
Scheme, 68.640 Hostel (community 
Residential Units (CRU), 121 000 Social 
housing and 6000 Finance linked subsidy 
houses.

Government is estimated to have spent 
over R500 billion for top structure, 
bulk service and social and economic 
amenities to achieve this great milestone. 
Concluding the business of the day, 
Minister Sisulu made an emphasis 
that, “We all know the difficulties and 
challenges of this environment but this 
is a shining example that when we put 
our minds and efforts together we can 
achieve great things.”

OVER 20 MILLION PEOPLE BENEFITTED DECENT HOUSES

MASSIVE ROLL OUT: The splendour of Cosmo City, Gauteng.
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YOUTH BRIGADE PROGRAMME 
GAINING MOMENTUM 

A group of 11 Cuban Technical Advisors were recruited for 
the fifth phase of the South Africa-Cuba Technical Support 
Programme. This is done in order to address skills shortage 
in the country. In 2013, the government entered into an 
agreement with the Cuban government to recruit people 
with relevant technical expertise in human settlements.

The agreement is an opportunity to utilise the Cuban 
Technical Advisors to improve the existing co-operation 
and to focus more on the following: “to accelerate the 
implementation of the People’s Housing Process (PHP) 
projects and other Human Settlements projects, share 
knowledge and information on the best practises for 
engineers and architects working in Human Settlements 
projects, promotion of community participation based 
on the Cuban experience and innovative and cost 
effective implementation based on Cuban experiences”.

South Africa and Cuba have a solid history of fighting for the 
liberation of the South African nation this was also noted by 
the late President Nelson Mandela when he visited Cuba 
and state that “we come here with a sense of the great debt 
that is owed to the people of Cuba. What other country 
can point to a record of great selflessness than Cuba has 
displayed in its relations to Africa”. To date South Africa has 
benefitted from the sharing of expertise with Cuba since the 
first pilot programme in 2001 and first agreement which was 
signed in 2006.

The Cuban Technical Advisors are currently located within 
the Technical Services Chief Directorate in the department. 
According to the Directorate these highly qualified Technical 
Advisors are engaged in assisting the Regional Project 
Management Unit with the inspection of foundations, 
provision of training to beneficiaries and contractors on 
technical matters, design and drawing plans for low cost 
houses and provide technical solutions on problematic 
projects. Furthermore, they conduct project inspection from 
foundation to completion phase and support the Project 
Works Managers under Technical Services Directorate in 
terms of needed technical skills.

“The rendering of these skills by Cuban engineers and 
architects has, and will continue to, assist Provinces in the 
implementation of housing and human settlements projects 
in South Africa. Cuban Technical Advisors have been 
assisting the Department with inspection, design, quality 
control, project management, technical assessment, and 
most importantly skills transfer to officials, inspectors, and 
contractors” pronounced Ms Sthembile Mandonsela: Acting 
Director Technical Services Ehlanzeni Region.

The process of exploring new ventures in any discipline comes 
with a huge element of bravery and what is certain through is 
uncertainty. There is either a potential of huge risks attached 
to the adventure or great success. A short while ago the 
Mpumalanga Department of Human Settlements took a bold 
move when it joined forces with the National Department of 
Human Settlements, National Youth Development Agency 
(NYDA), National Home Builders Registration Council (NHBRC) 
and other participating stakeholders and local municipalities to 
give birth to the Youth Brigade initiative. 

The Youth Brigade Programme was officially launched by 
Minister, Ms Lindiwe Sisulu in 2014. The programme aims at 
aligning the National Department’s vision of 1.5 million housing 
opportunities for five years with an intake and development 
of 2000 individuals nationally, broken down to 200 each 
province per financial year. It further wants to strengthen youth 
participation in service delivery, to promote participation in 
the build environment and equip them with work-related skills 
necessary to access sustainable livelihood opportunities. 

Participants are unemployed youth between the ages of 18 - 
35 with the main focus being young females and people with 
disability to impart skills and develop them during roll-out. In 
the province, the programme was formally launched in August 
2015 at Mgobodzi, Nkomazi Local Municipality. It experienced 
some challenges in its initial stages, but since experience is 
the mother of all wisdom, the Department finally got the hang 
of things and it is safe to say that the ship is sailing smoothly 
now.Through training by experienced instructors within the built 
environment, the youth develop skills, understand the industry 
and gain access to opportunities within human settlements. In 
2015 the Department and participating stakeholders managed 

CUBANS TO ASSIST IN 
IMPROVED PROJECTS QUALITY 

HARD AT WORK: Youth Brigade participants executing their skills during 
the training sessions.
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GOVERNMENT RESTORES HUMAN DIGNITY

GOVAN MBEKI AWARDS                 

to recruit 200 participants from Nkomazi, 
Dr JS Moroka, Bushbuckridge and Chief 
Albert Luthuli Local Municipalities. In 
intensifying the programme this financial 
year, the Department identified seven 
municipalities who will take part in the 
programme. When tabling the 2016/17 
Budget Vote, MEC Violet Siwela 
indicated that another 200 young people 
will be trained under the Youth Brigade 
Programme this year. “This programme 
aims to support the integration of our 
youth into the construction sector 

through the provision of practical and 
technical skills training in collaboration 
with MRTT, NYDA, NHBRC and local 
municipalities”, she said. The National 
Youth Service model has three elements, 
namely service, learning and individual 
development and exit opportunities. 
These elements are seen as part of an 
integrated drive as each element builds 
onto and feeds into the other. “The model 
is based on the idea that young people 
require interventions that address social 
and economic aspects of their lives in 

a holistic manner”, submits Programme 
Manager, Ms Sweetness Shabangu. At 
the point of completion, exit opportunities 
are vital and should provide an ample 
platform for learners who should have 
accumulated sufficient experience to 
secure employment, further learning 
and entrepreneurial opportunities. This 
year’s 200 young recruits will come from 
Steve Tshwete, eMalahleni, Dr Pixley 
Isaka Ka-Seme, Mbombela, Thembisile 
Hani, Govan Mbeki, and Lekwa Local 
Municipalities.

The 2015/16 financial year was marked 
by an intensive campaign of issuing title 
deeds to beneficiaries of low cost houses. 
MEC Ms Violet Siwela moved around the 
province covering all districts leading this 
campaign. The 1913 Land Act deprived 
many natives the opportunities to own 
land and property; in essence it made the 
land tenure security a dream and fuelled 
the struggle for liberation and equal 
rights. 

The Registrar Act, 47 of 1937 serves as a 
document that mandates the deed’s office 
or Registrar of Deeds under the National 
Department of Rural Development 
and Land Reform to execute all tenure 

related matters. The core mandate of the 
deed’s office is to keep a public register 
of land; preserve the records and provide 
information to the public. A title deed is a 
legal document that reflects the ownership 
of a property and is therefore extremely 
important as it allows home owners to 
make decisions that will improve their 
living circumstances. 

Title deeds also offer the sense of pride 
and belonging to the beneficiaries in 
their communities. Holders of valid title 
deeds are able to use their tittle deeds 
to improve their dwellings, acquire 
household goods and used as surety 
capital when starting small businesses. 

Accordingly, title deeds are very critical 
to ensure not only security of tenure, but 
also the households can use their houses 
as an asset to accumulate wealth. In 
keeping with the spirit of ownership 
and issuing of title deeds MEC Siwela 
announced during 2016/17 Policy and 
Budget Speech that the Department will 
continue with the campaign and issue 
more title deeds this financial year. “The 
restoration of dignity and bestowing full 
property ownership to beneficiaries will 
too receive serious attention during this 
year. A total of 15 000 title deeds will be 
registered” announced the MEC. 

Furthermore, the issuing of title deeds 
is to facilitate the registration of correct 
properties to the names of correct 
housing beneficiaries and ensure the 
lives of beneficiaries are continuously 
and economically improved through 
guarantees with tittle deeds and satisfy 
the provision of legislation to provide tittle 
deeds to beneficiaries. From the municipal 
perspective, property ownership compels 
the owners to pay municipal rates and 
services rendered, thereby contributing 
to its on-going financial viability and 
economic sustainability. 

Property ownership allows beneficiaries 
to use their homes to leverage their 
economic circumstances by making 
income. Houses can also serve as 
an economic asset as it encourages 
investment through renovations and 
funding for business purposes. The 
Department issued nearly 6000 title 
deeds during the 2015/16 financial year.      

DELIVERED: MEC Violet Siwela speaking to one of the title deeds beneficiaries, Mr Isaac Dlamini, 
accompanied by Mkhonto Local Municipality Executive Mayor, Cllr Bhekabantu Mtshali.
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